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SUMMARY
A brie[ study was made to assess the applicability of the Newton-Raphson digital
computer program as a routine technique for extracting aerodynamic derivatives from
flight tests of lifting body types of vehicles. Lateral-directional flight data from flight
tests of the HL-t0 lifting body research vehicle were utilized. The results, in general,
show the computer program to be a reliable and expedient means for extracting deriva-
tives for this class of vehicle as a standard procedure. This result was true even when
stability augmentation was used. An "a priori" weighting option available in the com-
puter program was found to be a desirable feature. As a result of the study, a credible
set of HL-10 lateral-directional derivatives was obtained from flight data. These deriv-
atives are compared with results from wind-tunnel tests.
INTRODUCTION
Prior to the start of the M2-F3 lifting body research vehiel,_, flight program (ref. 1),
the need existed for assessing tim reliability of using the Newton-Raphson digital com-
puter progrant (refs. 2 to ,2) as the principal means o!f derivative extraction for future
lifting body flight tests. A feasibility study was therefore conducted in which previously
obtained lateral-directional flight data of the IfL-10 lifting body were used. This vehicle
was chosen because it was well documented in terms ot wind-tunnel studies (ref. 5) and
earlier flight evaluations of its stability and control characteristics (ref. 6). In addition,
time hist,_rtes of transient maneuvers were readily available in digitized form.
Two ground rules were used to conduct this study. First, various options available
in the computer program were held fixed, and, second, once these options were estab-
lished, each maneuver was run one time only. These rules were established to ascer-
tain whether an acce. able set of flight derivatives could be obtained by using only one
computer ram per maneuver.
The resulting set of HL-IO lateral-directional derivatives obtained is prc._cnted and
comparedwith wind-tmmeldataof reference5.
computerprograma priori optionat'eincluded.
In _ddition, the effects of using the
SYMBOL_S
Derivatives are presented as standard NASA coefficients of forces and moments.
right-hand sign convention is used to determine the direction of all forces, moments,
angular displacements, and velocity.
A
Physical quantities are given in both the International System of Units (SI) and paren-
thetically h_ U.S. Customary Units. Ali measurements were taken in U.S. Customary
Units.
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Conversion factors can be found in reference 7.
stabilitymatrix, P x P
transverse acceleration, g
control matrix, l-)× Q
reference body span, m (ft)
transformation matrix, P >( P
force, N (Ib)
partition of matrix relating the state vector to the observation
vector, (R- P) × P
acceleration due to gravity, 9.s m/sec 2 (32.2 ft/sec2)
partition of matrix relating the control vector to the observation
vector, _R- P) x Q
identity matrix
rolling moment oi inertia, kg-m 2 (s!ug-ft 2)
product of inertia, kg-m 2 (slug-ft 2)
yawing moment of inertia, kg-m 2 (slug-ft 2)
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number of state variables
rolling rate, rad/sec or deg/sec
number of control variables
dynamic pressure, N/m 2 (lb/ft 2)
number of observation variables
yawing rate, rad/sec or deg/sec
refcrcacc planform ar_, , 2 2
control vector (Q × 1)
velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
X-axis
state vector, P x 1
Y-axis
observation vector, R x 1
Z-axis
angle of attack, deg
angle of sideslip, deg
aileron deflection, deg
rudder deflection, deg
constant control deflection, rad or deg
pitching attitude, (leg
angle of bank, deg
Nx
rolling-moment coefficient, _]S-"b
_x
yawing-moment coefficient, _-_
r,
side-force coefficient, _--_
cz LOa,0r _- cz
Cfl ix _ iX Oa' Or
_Sb Cn
N/t = _Sblz Cn_ NOa,O r = I z 6a ,or
'--_Cy
YOa,0 r = mV 5a,6 r
qSb2 C l I, - _Sb2Lp = 2V1 r 2VI CI
X P X r
: " ' N - _tSb2 C N = _Sb2
=_.!.- p 2VI z np r _'_zCnr
Y =sin_
P
Subscripts:
X
Y
Z
6 n ,
X-axis component
Y-axis component
Z-axis component
Or, 6o, p, r,/3 partial differentiation with respect to subscripted variable
A dot over a symbol signifies a derivative with respect to time.
METIIOD OF ANALYSIS
A digital computer program was used to identify lateral-directional nets or deriva-
tives from flight data. This program uses a modification of the Newton-Raphson method
and is commonly called the Newton-Raphson program. Detailed discussion of the pro-
gram, including theory and applications, is given in references 2 to 4. The appendix
,.tmtains the set of equations (model_ used to identity the derivatives for this rep,,rt.
The method is an iterattve tecRnique which usually takes from three to six iterations
to converge to a final set of derivatives. Basically. the program simultaneously changes
all derivatives to minimize the difference between computed and measured time histm ms.
The output time histories are assumed to contah, noise, but the input (control) time
histories are definedasbeingnoisefree. The inputtime histories usedwere thosefor
theailerons Idifferential elevons)andrudder. Theoutputtime histories werethoselor
roil t'ate, yawrate, sideslip angle, bankanglerandlateral acceleration.
An option used, called "a priori" (ref. 2), allowed the starting set of derivatives to
be weighed, which tended to hold the resulting derivatives near their starting value if no
information about them was contained in the maneuver. The procedure used is to include
a penalty for departure from the assumed starting value. For this study, wind-tunnel
predictions were used as starting values.
qt''
DESCRIPTION OF VEHICLE
The HL-10 is a research vehicle of the lifting body class. Its basic aerodynamic
shape is that of a thick, 74 sweep, delta planform with negative camber and three aft
vertical fins. Pertinent physical characteristics are presented in table 1, and a three-
view drawing is shown in figure I.
The primary controls consisted of elevons and a rudder. The elevons provided both
pitch and roll control, damping augmentation, and trim control. The rudder, located
on the center vertical fin, was split so as to be operated both as a rudder and a speed
brake. Secondary control surfaces were located on the inboard mad outb_,ard trailing
edges of the tip fins and upper surfaces of the elevons. These surfaces served as two-
position flaps and were deployed either open for transonic flight or closed for subsonic
flight.
The primary control surlaces were actuated by irreversible hydraulic systems ,_m.d
accepted commands from both the pilot and the stability augmentation system (SAS). The
SAS cons;.stt,d of a three-axis rate feedback s:,_tem with pilot adjustable gains.
Further vehit'le description can be found in relerences t;, _, 9, and 10.
INSTRUMENTATION
Conventional NASA instrttmentation was used to deternlinc all flight quantities of
interest (ref. 6). Data were acquired by means t,f a 9-hit pulse (.()de modulation syst(,m
and were telemetered in real time to a ground station, Measurement accuracies ,,f
these q_antities are detailed in reference 6.
F LIGtlT TESTS
P t t_t't.du res
Frequent weight and balance measurements were made to verify tht, If,cation o[ the
vehicle center of gravity. Moments of inertia were determined experimentally before
the initial flight by means of an inertia swing (ref. l 1). The inertia estimate was
updated anal_ically whenever the mass distribution changed.
Like other lifting lx_dles, the HL-10 vehicle was air-launched from a modified B-52
5
n_ _' .
airplane at an altitude of approximately 14,000 meters (45,000 feet) and a Mach number
of 0.67. After launch, the pilot flew a preplanned flight profile. The unpowered, or
glide, flights lasted less than 4 minutes and were usually made below a Mach number of
0.7. For powered flights, the engine was lit immediately after launch, angle of attack
was increased to gain altitude, and then the vehicle was pushed over to increase Maeh
number. The powered portion of the flight, which usually lasted from 90 seconds to 180
seconds, was made in the transonic configuration. A change to the subsonic configura-
tion was made when the Mach number decreased to about 0.7. The altitude at this time
was about 9150 meters (30,000 feet). Most of the stability and control data wele obtained
after engine burnout.
In general, maneuvers from which data were obtained were performed at altitudes
above approximately 6100 meters (20,000 feet} to provide the pilot with enough time to
set up for the final approach and landing. The trajectories flown precluded steady
fl!_._._ conditions. In addition, the SAS was generally used throughout the flight profile.
MAN EUV EI_
The maneuvers used had previously been performed for the purpose of analog
derivative extraction (ref. 6). These were the standard doublet types of maneuvers
which have been used (ref. 8) to excite the airplane's transient characteristics. The
SAS was generally used to insure satisfactory handling qualities during maneuvers.
ttowever, damper gains were usually at or less than 0.5 deg/deg/sec. All maneuvers
used in this study were performed with the vehicle in the transonic configuration. Con-
trol derivatives obtained from a maneuver were used only if the maneuver contained a
pilot input from that control.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Summary of Results
For this study an attempt was made to analyze 42 lateral-directional maneuvers
(i. e., all that were available in convenient digitized form). Acceptable sets of deriva-
tives were obtained in 26 cases. Of the maneuvers which yielded unacceptable results,
13 converged to a set of derivatives with an unacceptshte fit error, while three were
not convergent. Of the 13 convergent cases, two cont _ed atmospheric turbulence,
seven w_:vt, very weak in amplitude, and the remaining tour were of very large amplitude.
It should be noted that four of the unacceptable cases were later found to give acceptable
te_u,_,_ alter ehmnges were ma0e in H)e prrgram optioos, "vo f.llc)w the grc_md rules
and keep the study consistent, these four cases are not presented.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 present time histories of the typical, best, and worst (but still
acceptable) matches obtained.
Comparison of Flight and Wind-Tunnel Data
Figures 5 to 9 compare the flight derivatives with _tnd-ttmnel predictions. All
f,
&,rivatives are plotted as ftmetions of angle of attack at selected wind-tunnel test Math
numbers. Wind-tunnel values are based on data from reference 5.
An overview of figures 5 to 9 indicates that the effective dihedral derivative, ('l '
and the directional stability derivative, C , agree well with wind-tunnel data. The
n#
side-force derivative, Cy, is often lower than wind-tunnel predictions. Aileron
c'mtrol derivatives are approximately at the same level ",s wind-tannel data. However,
,_ a ........ number of 1 _ (fig. _ is more proverse than wind-tunne_ predictions at
n 6
high angles of attack. The side force due to aileron, CY6 , from flight was not
a
determined (i. e., held fixed) in this study. The rudder effectiveness,
Cn6 , substan-
F
, was approxi-
tiated wh_d-ttmnel predictions. The rolling moment due to rudder, CI6
F
mately at the same level as wind-tunnel data, although it tended to have a good deal of
scatter, indicating that it was relatively hard to identi_.. The side force due to rudder,
CY6 , was consistently lower than the wind-tunnel data.
l"
Damping derivatives are generally more difficult to identify than other derivatives
because of their small magnitude and the use of the SAS during transient maneuvers.
The damping derivatives (C/p, Ct r' Cnp' and Cnr) show enough scatter to support
this.
Effect of the A Priori Option
Figure 10 compares the derivatives obtained from flight data with and without the
a priori optioD for a Math number of 1.2. The general level of tbc major parameters
C/6 Cn 6 C/6ICI , Cn , , , , and Cn5 ) is not significantly affectc<t hy using the <)pti_)n.
a a r r
Scatter in th[, damping derivatives tC ! , C n , C I , and (")
p p "r r
has been rcduced_
although ihere is too much scatter in these derivatives obtained without a pt'iori to deter-
mine it those _ith apriori '_vere biased. The weighting on Cy appears t- be too high,
fl
such that this derivative was biased toward the wind-tunnel value.
It has bc(,n found that the option tends to help convergence--especinlly when the
m:lm'uvet" ,!o(,,._ not contain sufficient information to define all the dcrivntiv(.._ well. The
_,pii,_n ,_as most successfully used to obtain derivatives from maneuvers with _tability
augmentation and nlancuvers with wenk pilot control inputs.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
A studywasmadeof the feasibility of usingtheNewton-Raphsondigital computer
programto identify lifting bodyderivativesfrom flight data. Thestudyshowedthat the
Newton-Raphsonprogramwasa reliable andexpedientmeansof extractingthesederiv-
atives ona routinebasis. This wastrue evenwhenstability augmentationwasused.
Thea priori optionwasshownto bea desirablefeature.
In general, a satisfactoryset of HL-10 lifting body lateral-directional derivatives
was obtained from the flight data.
Flight Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Edwards, Calif., November 2, 1973
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APPENDIX
EQUATIONS OF MOTION MECHANIZED IN THE NEWTON-RAPHSON
DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM
The following state equations were used in the basic model for tbis study:
C_ = Ax + Bu
,: @x+t.°.>_
where x_, _:_, _u, and _ are qme varying.
For the lateral-directional mechanization,
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TABLE 1.- PHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSOF THEHL-10 LIFTINGBODYVEIII('LE
(a) Reference areas and lengths
Body - 2
Reierence planform area, ra (if2) ................... 14.9 (160)
Length, m (ft) ............................. 6.45 (21.17)
Span, rn (ft) ............................... 4.15 (13.60)
Aspect ratio, b2/S ............................ 1. 156
Elevons (two)-
Area, each, m 2 (ft 2) ........................... 1.00 (10.72)
Span, each, rn (ft) ............................ 1.09 (3.5,_)
Chord:
Root, rn (ft) ............................. 0.59 (1. 931
Tip, m (ft) ............................... 1.24 (4.06i
_:levon flap (two} -
Area, each, m 2 (ft 2) ........................... 0.70 _7.50)
Span, each, m Ift) ............................ 1.09 {3.5_)
Chord:
Root, m (ft) ............................. 0.48 (1.5_)
'rip, m (ft) ............................... o. 80 {2.63)
Vertical stabilizer-
Area, m 2 (ft 2) ............................. 1.47 (15. so)
Height, m (ft) .............................. 1.53 (5.02)
Chord:
Root, m (ft) .............................. 1.32 (4.32)
Tip, m fit} ............................... 0.60 tl. 971
Leading-edge sweep, de_, ....................... 25
Rudders (two) -
Area, each, m 2 Ift 2) .......................... 0.41 (4.45)
Height, each, m fit) ........................... 1.26 i4. i2)
Chord, m fit) ............................... _). 33 11. f)_)
Outboard tip fin flaps (two) -
Area, each, m 2 (ft 2) ........................... 0.35 (3.77)
Height at hinge line, m (ft) ........................ 1.37 (4.5cI_
Chord perpendicular to hinge line, m fit) ................ 0.76 (2.4_
Inboard tip fin flaps (two) -
Area, m 2 {ft 2) .............................. 0.23 (2.4s)
Height at hinge line, rn (ft) ........................ 1.01 13.31)
Chord perpendicular to hinge line, rn (ft) ................ 0.23 10.75)
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